Chappell ally denies all assault charges

by LINDA GENTRY

A member of Rob Chappell's campaign committee, Wednesday, denied Salvador Munoz's accusations that he "physically and verbally assaulted" Munoz during the May 8 ASI presidential election.

Mike Ginelli, a business administration major, said, "I would like to say that's a damned lie...I don't even know Salvador Munoz. I've never met him. I don't even know what he looks like. Apparently he just got my name somewhere and decided to throw it in for emphasis."

Ginelli said he could produce witnesses to prove that he was not in the University Union Plaza at the time of the incident. He added that he could also produce witnesses to prove that he was at the San Luis Rey Club during the time of the elections.

Ginelli also denied being Rob Chappell's campaign manager. "I am a member of his campaign committee," he said.

Informed of Ginelli's denial of the accusations, Munoz admitted that he had been confronted by Larry Taylor, Chappell's campaign manager, alone.

Munoz also admitted that his confrontation with Taylor was verbal rather than physical as stated in his letter. Munoz said he did not know who Ginelli was until one of Chappell's campaign workers pointed him out.

Originally, Munoz had said, "I was physically and verbally assaulted by Larry Taylor and Mike Ginelli. Rob Chappell's campaign managers during the last election."

Taylor also denied Munoz's accusations.

He said, "I had heard the rumors that I beat him up and I told him you — for someone who just got beat up, you sure look good."

Questions asked of the incident.

ASI Elections Committee Advisor Bob Walters said, "No formal written complaint has been filed on the incident. It is therefore not duly reported."
Not guilty

Editor:
I want to publicly deny Salvador Munor's charges (May 31) that I physically assaulted him during the course of the ASI campaign.

Here's what happened:
— On May 8, I was standing in the University Union Plaza, talking with a friend. I noticed that Rob Chappell's black sign at the entrance to the plaza was visibly moving, as I saw it over the wall.

During the course of the ASI campaign.

To repeal, I never physically assaulted him, only verbally rebuked his illegal actions. Salvador Munor has recourse to libel to gain sympathy votes for his candidate—Hurtado.

I reported the above incident to Bob Walter immediately. Munor was caught in the act of illegally removing a candidate's sign and carting it off over 300 yards from its authorized location. If that's not a dirty Watergate tactic, and then publicly lying about it to cover his guilt, I don't know what is.

Larry Taylor

St. Johns

Editor:
My congratulations to the programming board. From out of the past comes Adela Rogers St. Johns. Last year about this time there was a hot and heavy controversy about Ronald Reagan speaking at commencement exercises. While our governor was bitterly attacked, I feel it stimulated healthy criticism among the graduating seniors who were looking towards the future and evaluating the present system. I am graduating this June, and in the Cal Poly's true conservative tradition it has chosen a speaker who I can feel neither good or bad about. While I am looking towards the future and evaluating the present system, I am given a person who wrote stories in the 1960's and campaigned for Richard Nixon in 1960's.

Please do not get me wrong, this is not a personal attack on Mr. St. Johns. Before I start pointing my finger at someone I would say it was my fault if not getting involved with the selection of a commencement speaker. Any comment I make is after the fact: the choice has been made. For whatever it's worth, I do feel there could have been a better selection made.

Don Bartos

Violation

Editor:
We, as users of the Foundation Food Service, wish to make known our views on the proposed boycott of table grapes and continued on page 3
Boycott

Editor

The Cal Poly chapter of United Professors of California endorses the resolution of support for the United Farm Workers adopted by our state council. On the local level, we urge our members to support the Farm Workers' cause by refraining from buying table grapes, Gallo wines and non-union iceberg lettuce. Furthermore, we will provide whatever assistance that is feasible to local campus groups in support of UFW.

Respectfully,
Kevin McCabe
Brad Myers

For the Executive Committee

Under the sponsorship of the Rainier Brewing Company and the Citizens' Committee on Carbonated Phenomena

Sunday, August 31st, 1975, starting at High Noon
Norm's Cottage Lake Resort, fifteen miles Northeast of Seattle on the Woodinville-Duvall Road

Mountain Fresh Rainier

- discussion groups
- pulqueology
- celestial observations
- international MFR experts

Latest photographs and theories
- live music
- beer lore
- MFR's preserved on ice

Lamaze method of childbirth

Two Lamaze Prepared Childbirth films will be presented Thursday, May 22 at 7:30 p.m. in the Santa Rosa School Music Purpose Room in Azucadero. Dr. William Galtin will be the guest speaker for the question and answer period.

Volunteer lettuce advocated by "upporter" of the United Farm Workers.

We feel that any such action would be a violation of our rights as patrons and with legislation supported by both sides of the dispute now before the legislature, that it would be an exercise in futility.

Those who support such a boycott are free to discontinue the use of grapes and lettuce if they so wish. There is no logical or ethical reason why the rest of us must join them.

Respectfully,
Kevin McCabe
Brad Myers

A limited supply of official red and white MFR Convention t-shirts are available only to confirmed MFR-spoters. To receive yours, mark your confirmation in the appropriate box, and enclose $3.00, making sure to indicate correct size of t-shirt. Mail to Rainier Beeraphemalia, Rainier Brewing Company, 3100 Airport Way South, Seattle, Washington 98134. Your t-shirt will be sent to you by United States government postal carrier.

☐ I confirm that I have spotted an MFR.

name: ____________________________
address: __________________________
city: __________________________
state: __________________________
nip: __________________________
Enclosed is $ ______ for _______ MFR-spotter t-shirts.
size: S M L XL
Two Mustang sophomores on All-CCAA roster

Sophomores Mike Ongarato and Osburn Smith of the third place Cal Poly Mustang baseball team were named to the All- California Collegiate Athletic Association first team. The all-league teams were chosen by CCAA head coaches.

Center fielder Ongarato set a new Cal Poly school record with 32 steals in 34 attempts and he had a .285 batting average to rank third on the Mustang team which finished with a 50-18-1 overall record and 8-10 in conference play.

Shortstop Smith, a two-year regular, was named to the first all-CCAA team at the position along with Mason Noonan of Cal State Northridge. Smith finished with a .300 batting average but he led the Mustangs in runs scored with 56 and he was fourth on the team in hits with 44. Noonan, a junior, hit 274. There was no second team shortstop selected.

Mustangs named to the second team all-league were: junior left fielder Dave Fowler who led Poly in hitting with a .310 average, in runs bailed in with 35, and in hits with 53, shared the home run leadership with six; junior first baseman Ted Bailey who hit 288 and belted six home runs to lie for the team lead; senior outfielder Terry Ruggles who had a .280 average and freshman pitcher Dave Pencille, author of a 6-0 record with a staff-leading 1.48 earned run average.

Northridge's first baseman, junior Jason Thompson, who hit .384, was named the CCAA's "most valuable player" while Matador coach Bob Hiegert was selected "coach of the year."